Rigidly and flat-foldable origami is the class of quadrilateral mesh crease patterns with one fundamental property: the patterns can be folded from flat to fully-folded flat by a continuous one-parameter family of piecewise affine deformations that do not stretch or bend the mesh-panels. In this work, we explicitly characterize the designs and deformations of all possible rigidly and flat-foldable origami. Our key idea is a rigidity theorem (Theorem 3.1) that characterizes compatible crease patterns surrounding a single panel and enables us to march from panel to panel to compute the pattern and its corresponding deformations explicitly. The marching procedure is computationally efficient. So we use it to formulate the inverse problem: to design a crease pattern to achieve a targeted shape along the path of its rigidly and flat-foldable motion. The initial results on the inverse problem are promising and suggest a broadly useful engineering design strategy for shape-morphing with origami. arXiv:2003.12896v1 [cond-mat.soft] 
Introduction
Origami is a popular Japanese artform that aims to achieve complex shape by the intricate folding of an initially flat piece of paper. The state of the art in origami design incorporates mathematical principles for packing problems and well-known fold operations into algorithms capable of producing crease patterns that can be folded into a wide range of targeted shapes [13, 14, 34, 51] . While striking in their achievements, the crease patterns emerging from these algorithms need to be folded by a delicate sequence of (often numerous) steps to reach the final shape. As an artform, this is hardly an issue to the skilled Origamist. However, the use of origami in engineering involves modalities of folding such as simple external loading, motors, active materials, hinge offsets for thick origami panels [8] , and hinge mechanisms [45, 20] ; none of which demonstrate capabilities anywhere close to that of an Origamist. As a result, the utility of these algorithms for practical engineering is limited to the simplest of designs and shapes [18] . In contrast, the famed Miura-Ori pattern shown in Fig. 1 was adapted as a concept for packaging and deploying large space membranes [38] , and has since been the topic of numerous investigations in the engineering literature. This pattern is made of a repeating corrugated unit cell (in bold) whose crease "mountain-valley assignments" are biased in the flat state (red/blue). Because of the geometry of the unit cell and this bias, the Miura-Ori has a unique (up to rigid motions), continuous one-parameter family of deformations that do not stretch or bend any of the panels; that of a uniform compressive motion from flat to folded flat. The Miura-Ori crease pattern is also inherently confined to a thin sheet. Thus, geometry and elasticity [10, 21] dictate that a carefully designed Miura-Ori, involving stiff panels and flexible creases, can achieve this large coordinated motion by a variety of stimuli in a fashion robust to non-idealities. In fact, every modality discussed above has proven effective at folding a Miura-Ori-most at a variety of length and time-scales-and this made the Miura-Ori a popular template for exploring functionality enabled by shape-morphing: for tunable and novel properties in compression [47] , bending [56] , and as a meta-material [46] ; for self-folding at the microscale [40] and mesoscale [53] ; for physically driven self-origanization [37] ; for a fast and controlled response in soft-robotics [30] ; and for ease of deployment in space structure applications [38, 42] .
All this notwithstanding, only so much functionality can be squeezed out of the shape-morphing capability of a Miura-Ori. Yet, existing predictive algorithms for producing complex shapes by sequential folding, as discussed above, are quite limited. We aim to fill the gap. To this point, we note that the Miura-Ori is but the most basic example in the class of origami termed rigidly and flat-foldable origami (RFFO). This class is composed of quadrilateral mesh crease patterns with the defining property: when the crease pattern is suitably biased in the flat state, by imposing suitable mountain-valley assignments, the pattern can fold from flat to fully-folded flat by a unique (up to rigid motion) and continuous one-parameter family of piecewise-affine deformations that do not stretch or bend the mesh-panels. As this shape-morphing capability is desirable in many of the aforementioned applications, we find it natural to examine the configuration space of RFFO in detail.
The understanding of RFFO has evolved significantly within the past several years. Kawasaki [29] asserted a necessary condition for flat-foldability at a single degree-4 vertex, proved by Hull [25] . Huffman parameterized the kinematics at flat-foldable degree-4 vertices [24] . Belacastro and Hull [26] formalized conditions of compatibility for origami using piecewise affine transformations. Tachi [50] revitalized the subject by isolating the fundamental questions of compatibility and solving them in special cases by perturbative methods, yielding surprising examples. Finally, Lang and Howell [36] made clever use of observations due to Tachi [52] to derive an algorithm that parameterizes the configuration space of RFFO.
In this paper, we develop some new lines of thinking, while expanding on many ideas introduced previously. On the latter, it turns out that every fundamental question in origami design 1 can be reduced to the question of "how to link up neighboring folding angles by parameterizations that depend, in a delicate way, on the geometry of the crease pattern". To the adept Origamist, like those referenced previously, this is apparently a natural matter of fact. As such, it serves as a starting point to any development in the literature. From the point of view of continuum mechanics, however, the more natural observation is: any origami-in the purest sense of the definition-is the result of an explicit deformation of an initially flat crease pattern. Thus, questions and answers about designing origami crease patterns and parameterizing their kinematics can be addressed by working directly with deformations; specifically, by deriving and characterizing the local compatibility conditions on deformation gradients that are necessary and sufficient for continuity of the overall deformation.
The use of the deformation as the basic kinematic object is an underdeveloped aspect of origami design. We develop it in Section 2 for the following purposes:
• to derive and characterize vertex compatibility, i.e., the conditions under which the crease pattern around a single vertex can be folded as origami;
• to derive panel compatibility, i.e., the conditions under which a crease pattern surrounding a single panel can folded as RFFO;
• to explicitly characterize the full kinematics of RFFO when such compatibility is achieved.
The last point is a uniquely beneficial aspect of working directly with deformations. By this characterization, we fully determine the deformations surrounding a single vertex and surrounding a single panel up to an overall rigid body motion of the entire crease pattern. The global deformation of the overall crease pattern must then be consistent with this local deformation. Formalizing these necessary and sufficient conditions for compatibility brings several observations and results new to the origami literature. We first show that parameterizations of the folding angles that solve vertex compatibility belong to an underlying Abelian group. We then use properties of this group to characterize panel compatibility in full generality. The key ideas are: 1) Panel compatibility is a condition that a certain composition of maps in this group is the identity map, and 2) a fundamental property of the group is that composition of maps is, in a precise sense, the same as multiplication of parameters. Thus, an apparently hard problem of characterizing a composition of maps is reduced to an easier problem of characterizing a multiplication of parameters. From this reduction, we derive a design theorem for RFFO which, stated informally, addresses the following question: If we know the sector angles and mountain-valley assignments at three of four vertices surrounding the panel, can we design the fourth vertex so that the panel's crease pattern can deform as RFFO? The answer is generically yes. In fact, there is a unique characterization of the fourth vertex, which we provide via explicit design formulas in Theorem 3.1.
Because this theorem can be iterated, it enables a broad engineering design principle for RFFO (Section 4). First, we explicitly parameterize the deformations of all possible RFFO by marching from panel to panel and repeatedly applying the design theorem. This procedure results in a computationally efficient marching algorithm for the configuration space formally similar to Lang and Howell's [36] , but with distinctly different parameterization. Our parameterization involves purely referential quantities of the flat crease pattern (sector angles and mountain-valley assignments) whereas theirs involves kinematic variables (folding angles). We find that the referential quantities are natural variables to use in formulating the inverse problem. Specifically, we incorporate this algorithm into an optimization scheme for producing a crease pattern to achieve a targeted shape along the path of its rigidly and flat-foldable motion. Finally, we illustrate the power of this approach by studying slight perturbations of the Miura-Ori crease pattern in this context. Note, Dudte et al. [16] achieved a variety of curvatures by perturbed Miura-Ori, but their patterns are not RFFO and can only be deployed by slightly stressing the panels. In contrast, our strategy works with perturbations consistent with RFFO only, yielding patterns that are (ideally) stress-free in deployment. Importantly, even under this deployability consideration, we are still able to achieve striking examples of origami that approximate surfaces of positive Gaussian curvature, negative Gaussian curvature and changes in Gaussian curvature.
With this work, we seek to introduce a continuum mechanics approach to origami and bring general and easily implementable methodologies for engineering design to the forefront. Our overarching motivation is that applications ranging from space structure design [2, 3] , to biomedical devices [33] and soft robotics [30] often seek a targeted final shape and the ability to achieve it by controlled deployment from an easily manufactured or highly compact state. In RFFO, we have an easily manufactured state (the flat state), a highly compact state (the folded flat state), and controlled deployment by a single degree of freedom motion; in other words, we have a template for shape-morphing in engineering design. While we are in the early stages of examining the versatility and utility of these methods, the results here-and those in forthcoming work on the inverse problem [12] -point towards a broad engineering design tool for shape-morphing with RFFO.
Notation. Throughout, we deal with real valued scalars γ ∈ R, vectors v ∈ R 3 and matrices F ∈ R 3×3 . We let S 2 denote the set of all unit vectors on R 3 and SO(3) denote the set of all rotation matrices in R 3×3 , called simply rotations below. The vectors {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } will always refer to the standard orthonormal basis on R 3 . We study exclusively deformations which do not bend or stretch the mesh-panels within a crease pattern, i.e., we study origami deformations. Denote an overall crease pattern by Ω ⊂ R 2 and let y : Ω → R 3 be an origami deformation of this crease pattern. Then, y is defined by the following two properties:
• If we isolate any single mesh-panel P ⊂ Ω, then the deformation on this panel has the form
for some rotation R ∈ SO(3) and translation b ∈ R 3 .
• The rotation and translation can change from panel to panel but only in such a way that the deformation is continuous on the entire crease pattern Ω.
We often refer to the rotations in the formula (1) as deformation gradients. This is a slight abuse of notation. Since y maps a subset of R 2 to R 3 , the deformation gradients of origami are actually linear
For our purposes, however, this distinction is unimportant, since a 3 × 2 component of the rotation matrix determines uniquely its third column as the cross product of the first two. So we prefer to work consistently here with vectors on R 3 and matrices on R 3×3 . We refer the interested reader to Conti and Maggi [10] for a precise description of the definitions and function spaces for origami deformations.
2 Local kinematics
Compatibility at a single vertex.
We begin with a local description of the kinematics of degree-4 vertices. To motivate this study, note that, by isolating a small ball around a single degree-4 vertex within an overall quad-mesh crease pattern ( Fig. 2 ), we can deduce local properties on the kinematics of RFFO. It is the consistency of these local conditions that allows us to systematically investigate the global kinematics of the crease pattern.
As is well-known in the origami literature [25, 35] , the necessary and sufficient condition for RFFO of an initially flat crease pattern composed of a isolated degree-4 vertex ( Fig. 2(b) ) is Kawasaki's condition [29] , i.e., the condition that opposite sector angles sum to π. Since we are exclusively interested in RFFO in this work, we therefore make repeated use of the following local description of the crease pattern: We label the four crease tangents of this vertex as t i ∈ S 2 with t i · e 3 = 0 in a counter-clockwise fashion as depicted 2 , we define the sector angles as
and we enforce Kawasaki's condition
Note that this is simply a necessary condition on the sector angles for the overall crease pattern to admit RFFO. The rigid-folding kinematics of an isolated degree-4 vertex under Kawasaki's condition are also well-known in the literature [35, 50] . The earliest derivation, due to Huffman [24] , employs spherical trigonometry. Following the continuum mechanics approach adopted here, we write explicitly the underlying deformation (from flat). That is, we impose that the deformation gradient satisfies a This can be understood by the following thought experiment: 1) cut the pattern at a crease, 2) apply sequences of rotations along creases to this cut pattern as shown, and 3) parameterize the corresponding rotation angles so that the pattern can be glued back together again. jump compatibility condition across each crease. Though less familiar to the origami community 3 , this approach has found longstanding application in the continuum mechanics modeling of microstructure for materials undergoing the martensitic phase transformation [4, 6, 11, 48] . It is also a highly generalizable; the basic structure of the derivation is unchanged if, say, we relax Kawasaki's condition, introduce additional creases, and/or consider non-Euclidean vertices 4 [5, 43, 44, 55] . For these reasons, we provide a brief exposition on the topic.
The continuum mechanics approach to the kinematics can be understood heuristically as follows: Rigidly foldable origami describes deformations of the crease pattern that do not involve any bending or stretching of the panels, i.e, the kinematics are localized at the creases via perfect hinge mechanisms. We can therefore keep one of the panels fixed in its initially flat state by applying I as the deformation gradient of this region 5 . This has the effect of 1) eliminating the degeneracy of rigid body motion and 2) providing a convenient reference on which to build the kinematics through deformation gradients that are products of rotations about crease tangents. Specifically, we will be dealing with rotations R i (γ i ) ∈ SO(3) that satisfy
and for t ⊥ i ∈ S 2 defined by t ⊥ i := −(t i · e 2 )e 1 + (t i · e 1 )e 1 . These definitions yield four right-hand orthonormal frames {t i , t ⊥ i , e 3 } and four rotations that satisfy R i (γ i )t i = t i . Accordingly, each rotation describes a right-hand rotation about an axis t i by an angle γ i ∈ [−π, π].
To build the kinematics from these rotations, we follow the sketch in Fig. 2 (c). From the flat state (far-left), we apply a rotation R 3 (γ 3 ) to the (π −α)-sector to obtain the configuration (middleleft) which cuts the pattern along the tangent t 4 but otherwise keeps the panels rigid and continuous along every other crease. We then apply a rotation R 2 (γ 2 ) to the β-sector and deformed (π − α)sector. This yields a configuration (middle-right) which again keeps the panels rigid and continuous across each of the t 1,2,3 creases but still leaves an opening at the crease with tangent t 4 . We therefore apply a final rotation R 1 (−γ 1 ) to the (π − β)-sector in an attempt to glue the overall rigidly-folded crease pattern back together again. This question of gluing naturally leads to jump compatibility conditions on deformation gradients. Indeed, as the deformation gradients to the left and right of t 4 are R 2 (γ 2 )R 3 (γ 2 ) and R 1 (−γ 1 ), respectively, the necessary and sufficient conditions for gluing are that the crease tangent t 4 deforms in exactly the same way under the actions of these deformation gradients, i.e., that
After some algebra, this equation can be put in the more revealing (completely equivalent) form; that of a vertex compatibility condition
that concretely links the four folding angles and four compatible deformation gradients at this vertex. The solutions R 1 (γ 1 ), R 2 (γ 2 ), R 3 (γ 3 ), R 4 (γ 4 ) to vertex compatibility (5) furnish origami deformations of the four panels that merge to make the degree-4 vertex. These deformations have the form
up to an overall rigid rotation and translation. Here, x := x 1 e 1 + x 2 e 2 , and P α denotes the panel with sector angle α at the vertex (likewise P β , . . . respectively β, . . . etc.), as sketched in Fig. 2(b) . Furthermore, deformations of the form (6) are continuous if and only if the folding angles satisfy (5) . To this point, every vertex of a quad-mesh RFFO obeys the compatibility condition (6) for its corresponding parameters 6 . Thus, a complete characterization of the folding angles that satisfy (5) is needed for the designs and deformations of RFFO. Before proceeding to the characterization, let us comment on mountain-valley assignments. Physically, when a deformed crease pattern is viewed from an orientation consistent with the unfolded state, a fold is a valley-fold if "it looks like a valley" and a mountain-fold if "it looks like a mountain". This has a straightforward mathematical interpretation in our formalism 7 . The mountain-valley assignments simply correspond to the domains of the folding angles as (valley-fold:) γ i ∈ (0, π), (mountain-fold:) γ i ∈ (−π, 0).
Some crease pattern have degenerate folding kinematics where the pattern can be folded-in-half and folded-in-half again 8 . For RFFO, we exclude these cases by strictly focusing on the kinematics for which every folding angle is participating in the deformation by being either a mountain or valley fold. This is equivalent to enforcing the non-degeneracy condition sin γ 1 sin γ 2 sin γ 3 sin γ 4 = 0.
In this setting, we obtain a precise characterization theorem of the rigid folding kinematics at a single vertex. Theorem 2.1. Assume the sector angles satisfy Kawasaki's condition in (3) and that (α, β) = (π/2, π/2). Then the folding angles γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 4 solve vertex compatibility in (5) subject to the non-degeneracy condition (8) if and only if
for |ω| ∈ (0, π) and σ ∈ MV(α,
In addition, the folding angle functionγ σ 2 : [−π, π] → [−π, π], σ ∈ MV(α, β), satisfies the explicit relationship 
6 Note, the four folding angles γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 4 and two sector α, β angles can change from vertex to vertex. 7 A counter-clockwise labeling of crease tangents for which the rotations and deformations are defined by these tangents as above. 8 For instance, a simple checkerboard crease pattern can be folded from flat to folded flat in numerous ways. Figure 3 : The rigid folding kinematic at a degree-4 vertex satisfying Kawasaki's condition. The origami can fold rigidly along (generically) two mountain valley assignments (red/blue as indicated). It can also be folded from flat (ω = 0) to completely folded flat (ω = π) monotonically along these assignments.
and its inverseγ −σ 1 : [−π, π] → [−π, π] satisfies the explicit relationship
i.e.,γ −σ 1 (γ σ 2 (ω; α, β); α, β) = ω. Alternatively, if the sector angles satisfy Kawasaki's condition and (α, β) = (π/2, π/2), then there is no solution to (5) under the constraint (8) .
We briefly comment on a few properties related to this characterization. By fixing a σ ∈ MV(α, β), the parameterization of the folding angles in (9) leads to a continuous one parameter family of origami deformations (6) with ω as the folding parameter. As indicated by the generic example in Fig. 3 , this parameterization has several universal properties: 1) ω = 0 corresponds to the flat state, 2) ω = π corresponds to the folded flat state, and 3) ω ∈ (0, π) evolves the folding angles continuously and monotonically from flat to folded flat along a fixed mountain-valley assignment. Additionally, ω → −ω simply reverses the signs of all the folding angles. Finally, the solutions σ ∈ MV(α, β) encapsulate all the valid mountain-valley assignments at a single degree-4 vertex. These always correspond to Maekawa's well known restriction [28] on the crease assignment that the number of mountain folds differs by two from the number of valley folds, i.e., sin γ 1 sin γ 2 sin γ 3 sin γ 4 < 0.
More specifically, a crease (as highlighted in Fig. 3 (far-left)) can be an assignment (blue) opposite to the other three creases (red) if and only if its adjacent sector angles sum to a value < π. There are generically two such assignments, each indicated by a sign σ = ± associated to the folding angles in the parameterization. Note though, there are also special cases of vertices (α = β = π/2 or α = π − β = π/2) that have only one valid assignment and completely degenerate vertices (α = β = π/2) with zero valid assignments. This is what gives rise to the sector angle dependence of the set MV(α, β) in (9) . An early proof of this result is due to Huffman [24] using the methods of spherical trigonometry. Espousing the continuum mechanics approach, we provide an alternative proof by working directly and algebraically with the rotation matrices in (5) .
Proof. Since R i (γ i )t i = t i for each i = 1, . . . , 4, a necessary condition for (5) is that
should vanish. Under the non-degeneracy condition (8) ,
for |ω| ∈ (0, π) and σ ∈ {±}. We assume this parameterization in the remainder as it is necessary for the characterization in the theorem. Let P 2 := I − t 2 ⊗ t 2 . Another necessary condition for (5) under (8) is that
should vanish. In this formula, notice that
are two vectors of equal and non-zero magnitude in the plane with normal t 2 . By standard trigonometric identities, we therefore obtain that N 2 (γ 2 , ω, σ) = 0 if and only if the angle γ 2 satisifies the parameterization
Here, the latter equalities are by explicit calculation. For non-degeneracy (8), sin γ 2 cannot be zero. From the parameterization above, this is evidently equivalent to (σ cos α − cos β) = 0 since sin ω = 0. In other words, we conclude that (α, β) = (π/2, π/2) and σ ∈ MV(α, β) are necessary for the characterization, as stated in the theorem. Under these restrictions, we obtain γ 2 =γ σ 2 (ω; α, β) directly from (15) .
As
To obtained the precise parameterization of γ 4 , observe the following: We have parameterized γ 2 and γ 3 in terms of γ 1 by a systematic procedure. We can alternatively repeat the steps of this procedure to parameterize γ 4 and γ 1 in terms of γ 3 . In doing this, we obtain
, |ω| ∈ (0, π), τ ∈ MV(π − α, π − β). (17) By matching these formula to our original parameterization, we deduce thatω = −σω, τ = σ and γ 4 =γ σ 2 (−σω; π − α, π − β) = σγ σ 2 (ω; α, β), as in the characterization of the theorem. Finally, the inverseγ −σ 1 ofγ σ 2 can be deduced by another reparameterization, or it can simply be verified explicitly.
Compatibility at a single panel.
Building on the characterization at a single vertex in Theorem 2.1, we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for RFFO about a single panel ( Fig. 4 ). This characterization of panel compatibility is well-known [50] , and it corresponds to a consistency condition on the folding angle functions when "taking a loop" about the panel in question. We first introduce the result in the form of a theorem. Then, guided by the sketch in Fig. 4(b-d) , we briefly provide a derivation using the continuum mechanics approach we have espoused thus far.
To introduce the result, we first isolate a crease pattern surrounding a panel and enforce Kawasaki's condition at all the vertices. Such crease patterns are, in the most general setting, characterized by exactly seven independent sector angles (Fig 4(b) ). These angles are restricted to the domains
The desired result then arises as a condition on the folding angle functions that are relevant to the vertices of this panel. These functions have the form
for ω ∈ [−π, π] and for the folding angle functions in Theorem 2.1. Using these definitions, we obtain the following characterization.
Theorem 2.2. Consider the crease pattern of a single panel, as depicted in Fig. 4(b) . Assume every vertex of this pattern satisfies Kawasaki's condition with sector angles as in (18) . Then the crease pattern admits non-degenerate 9 RFFO if and only if
where
Here, we have employed the composition of maps notation, e.g.,
). Let us comment briefly on some important aspects of this result before turning to its derivation. In the panel compatibility condition (20) , the left-hand-side is a composition of four folding angle functions that depend on quantities at an individual vertex: These functions depend on their vertex sector angles (α (·) , β (·) ) in a highly non-linear way, and their structure is indicated by a sign σ (·) corresponding to the vertex mountain-valley assignment. As a result, the overall composition is a highly non-linear function of all the sector angles which make up the panel's crease pattern, and all its possible mountain-valley assignments. So, satisfying (20) without simplifying assumptions on the parameters is non-trivial. This will be our task in the coming section. For now, though, we highlight another observation potentially relevant to applications: While it will turn out that most RFFO crease patterns are foldable in exactly one way, this is by no means dictated by the theorem at hand. For a given crease pattern, i.e., a given collection of sector angles α a , . . . , β d , it may turn out that multiple collections of signs (σ a , σ b , σ c , σ d ), (σ a ,σ b ,σ c ,σ d ), . . . ∈ MV abcd can be used to establish the result (20) . In such cases, the panel's crease pattern can be folded from flat to folded flat along multiple distinct mountain-valley assignments, each corresponding to the signs (σ a , σ b , σ c , σ d ), (σ a ,σ b ,σ c ,σ d ), . . . achieving panel compatibility. We will discuss this multi-stability only in passing here. We refer the interested reader to [15] for a similar observation and some development on its applications.
We now derive panel compatibility in Theorem 2.2. We first isolate a single panel and its surrounding crease pattern ( Fig. 4(a-b) ). On this panel, we assign crease tangents t a 1 , . . . , t a
As indicated with Fig 4(b) , the crease assignments for the a and d-vertex have a counter-clockwise labeling and the assignments for the b and c-vertex have a clockwise labeling.
If the panel is to be folded as non-degenerate rigid origami, then each individual vertex must be folded as non-degenerate rigid origami. We therefore assign the deformation gradients surrounding each vertex as in Fig. 4 (c). Considering the notation, the a and d-vertex assignments are obtained by direct application of Theorem 2.1 using the vertex deformation (6) . Alternatively, since the tangents of the b and c-vertex are labeled clockwise, we simply apply the theorem but replace all the folding angles with their minus. This has the effect of keeping a consistent folding angle domain (7) associated to mountain and valley creases.
Deriving (20) is then simply a question of consistency of the deformation gradients surrounding the panel (equivalently, consistency of the folding angles). As the rotations R a,...,d 1,...,4 (·) are 2π periodic, we take the primary branch for the folding angle domains without loss of generality. Then, this consistency is equivalent to
For instance, the a-vertex has a rotation R a 1 (−ω a ) on the same panel for which the c-vertex has rotation R c 1 (ω c ). The two rotations must therefore be the same; thus, yielding the condition on the angles ω a = ω c since t c 1 = −t a 1 . There are three analogous consistency conditions, so this reasoning leads to the four total conditions on the folding angle surrounding the panel in (21) . Panel compatibility (20) then emerges as a requirement for these consistency conditions: Recall that the inverse ofγ σ 2 for σ ∈ MV(α, β) isγ −σ 1 . We can therefore substitute the first two equations in (21) into the latter two, apply the inverseγ −σ b 1b to the third andγ −σc 1c to the fourth, and substitute the third equation into the fourth to arrive at the requirement
Now let us assume this requirement holds for some collection of sector angels α a , . . . , β d in (18), some choice of mountain-valley assignment (σ a , . . . , σ d ) ∈ MV abcd , and some folding parameter ω a . It is then possible to solve (21) . Further, by substituting this solution into the deformation gradients in Fig. 4(c) , we obtain a rigid folding of the panel's crease pattern with a folding angle ω a at the t a 1 crease, as indicated schematically with Fig. 4(d) . Note though, we are interested in RFFO. So not only should (22) hold for some ω a , it should hold for all ω a ∈ [−π, π]. In other words, this composition of maps should be the identity, i.e., yield ω a when evaluated at ω a regardless of the choice of this angle. Consequently, we obtain panel compatibility (20) as the necessary and sufficient condition for non-degenerate RFFO about this panel.
Rigidity of the global kinematics
A classification of all designs and deformations of RFFO emerges from a rigidity result on the solutions to panel compatibility. The key idea is to recognize that the folding angle functions and their compositions-however complicated is their sector angle and mountain-valley dependence-share an underlying group structure. This group structure then reduces the difficult problem of characterizing these compositions to a much simpler problem of characterizing a corresponding multiplication of parameters. From this reduction, we are able to obtain all solutions to panel compatibility. The structure of these solutions, in turn, yields a concrete algorithm for the designs and deformations of all RFFO.
An Abelian group structure to folding angle functions
In an effort to have a general classification of functions which "look like" the folding angle functions defined in Theorem 2.1, we study the functions
We first observe that any folding angle function can be written in this form for the suitable choice of µ ∈ R \ {0}. 
Proof. We only need to prove the result forγ σ 2 sinceγ −σ 1 is obtained from the identity in (11) . In this direction, we notice that cos α − σ cos β = 0 since σ ∈ MV(α, β). Therefore, we may define the parameters η := −σ1+cos α cos β cos β−σ cos α and δ := sin α sin β cos β−σ cos α , and introduce the parameterization
We claim thatγ σ 2 (ω; α, β) = h(ω; η, δ). Indeed, it is clear that the arccos(·) part of this function is the same as that inγ σ 2 ; so we just need to show that sign(η + δ) = sign(cos α − σ cos β). We observe that sign(η + δ) = sign −σ1 + cos α cos β + sin α sin β cos β − σ cos α = sign −σ1 cos β − σ cos α ,
which yields the desired result after rearranging the latter. Thus, we haveγ σ 2 (ω; α, β) = h(ω; η, δ). Next, we observe that η 2 − δ 2 = 1 by a direct calculation. We therefore define µ := η + δ, and it follows that η = µ 2 +1 2µ and δ = µ 2 −1 2µ using the aforementioned identity. By expanding terms, we have µ = −σ1 + cos α cos β + sin α sin β cos β − σ cos α .
Finally, in combining all of these result, we obtain the chain of equalities γ σ 2 (ω; α, β) = h ω;
This completes the proof.
Next, for definiteness, we have:
The function g(ω; µ) is a well-defined mapping from [−π, π] to [−π, π] for any µ ∈ R \ {0}.
Proof. We simply have to verify that the argument in the arccos(·) is well-defined (i.e., not dividing by zero) and has magnitude ≤ 1. In this direction, we observe that
This establishes that the argument has magnitude ≤ 1, or the argument is 0/0. The latter is, however, not a possibility. Notice that the inequality above is strict unless ω = 0 since µ = 0. However, also notice that (µ 2 + 1) + (µ 2 − 1) cos ω = 2µ 2 = 0 when ω = 0. Thus, we never divide by zero in this parameterization.
In light of the above definiteness of the functions in (23), we can introduce without any ambiguity the collection of all such functions, i.e., G := g : [−π, π] → [−π, π] g = g(ω; µ) as above, µ ∈ R \ {0} .
This collection has the following remarkable property: (30) is an abelian group under the composition of maps product. Specifically, it has the properties:
• The functions g 1 := g(ω; µ 1 ), g 2 := g(ω; µ 2 ) ∈ G satisfy g 1 = g 2 if and only if µ 1 = µ 2 .
• The identity map is id = g(ω; 1);
• For any g 1 := g(ω; µ 1 ) and g 2 (ω; µ 2 ) ∈ G, the group product satisfies
• The inverse of g 0 := g(ω, µ 0 ) ∈ G is given by g
Proof. Composition of functions is always associative, so establishing the four properties above verifies that G is an abelian group and that its parameterization by µ ∈ R \ {0} has no repeated elements. For the first property, we notice that g 1 = g 2 only if
since arccos(·) is monotonically decreasing function of [−1, 1]. By rearranging terms, this equation becomes the condition
Clearly then, we require µ 1 = ±µ 2 since cos ω is a smooth non-constant function on this interval. Taking into account the sign(·) part of g(ω; µ), we obtain µ 1 = µ 2 as desired. For the second property, we notice g(ω; 1) = sign(ω) arccos(cos(ω)) = sign(ω)|ω| = ω. For the third, we observe that
where the last identity is obtained simply by expanding out the terms in the second to last identity. Notice this latter identity is nothing but g(ω; µ 1 µ 2 ). Thus, g 1 •g 2 = g(ω; µ 1 µ 2 ) = g(ω; µ 2 µ 1 ) = g 2 •g 1 , as desired. Finally, the last property is a direct consequence of the other two.
A design theorem for rigidly and flat-foldable origami.
We now return to the study of panel compatibility in (20) . Our brief digression regarding the Abelian group-particularly, our observation in (24) In keeping with the origami literature [17, 35, 50, 52] , we call these parameters the fold angle multipliers. We should point out that, although these parameters are known to this literature, here we make the direct connection to the kinematics (i.e., (24) to (35)) through an Abelian group transparent and rigorous.
A key step in our characterization of panel compatibility is relating the composition of folding angle functions directly to a product of fold angle multipliers. In this direction, we introduce the vertex-dependent fold angle multipliers
for admissible collections of sector angles α a , . . . , β d as in (18) . The connection between panel compatibility and the fold angle multipliers can now be made precise.
Lemma 3.2. For any collection of sector angle α a , . . . , β d in (18) and any mountain-valley assignment (σ a , σ b , σ c , σ d ) ∈ MV abcd (recall Theorem 2.2 for the definition), the following equivalence holds:γ −σc
Proof.
is the composition of functions that belong to the group G (Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.1), it follows thatγ −σc
By combining the formula (24) with the product rule (31), we obtain µ abcd = µ −σc 1c µ σ d 2d µ −σ b 1b µ σa 2a . Since g(ω; µ) = id if and only if µ = 1 (the first two properties in Lemma 3.1), we conclude (37) as desired.
With the equivalence in (37) now established, we are prepared to develop the main characterization theorem for RFFO. In this characterization, we consider an arbitrary crease pattern in Fig. 4(b) under Kawasaki's condition and treat quantities at three of the four vertices, i.e., sector angles and mountain-valley assignments, as given under the hypotheses (Design parameters:)
(39) We then ask the fundamental design questions: Can the final sector angle β d ∈ (0, π) and mountainvalley assignment σ d ∈ MV(2π − α a − α b − α c , β d ) be chosen to yield a crease pattern that admits RFFO. If so, how rigid or flexible is the design criterion? To this end, we obtain an explicit rigidity theorem for design. 
• If |µ abc | = 1, then there is no pair (β d , σ d ) ∈ (0, π)×MV(2π−α a −α b −α c , β d ) yielding a crease pattern that can be folded as non-degenerate 10 RFFO along the mountain-valley assignments σ a , σ b , σ c at the a-b-c vertices.
• Otherwise, |µ abc | = 1 and there is a unique pair
yielding a crease pattern that can be folded as non-degenerate RFFO along the mountain-valley assignments σ a , σ b , σ c at the a-b-c vertices. This pair satisfies the explicit relationship
A couple of points with this theorem: The case |µ abc | = 1 is highly non-generic. In fact, one can treat α a , α b , α c , β b , β c , σ b , σ c as given (under the hypotheses (39)) and use an argument similar to the proof of this theorem to find that there are at most two pairs (β a , σ a ) ∈ (0, π) × MV(α a , β a ) which give this degeneracy. As a result, a generic set of design parameters (39) at the a-b-c vertices will admit RFFO by the prescription in (41) . A corollary to this effect is stated in the next subsection. A second point is that this result, as stated, is very much mountain-valley assignment dependent: We are testing whether a crease pattern can deform as RFFO along specific mountain-valley assignments σ a , σ b , σ c at the a-b-c vertices. Thus, when |µ abc | = 1, one should avoid the interpretation that the sector angles α a , . . . , β c cannot admit a RFFO crease pattern; only that they cannot admit one whose folding corresponds to mountain-valley assignments σ a , σ b , σ c at the aforementioned vertices.
There are other results in similar spirit to Theorem 3.1 in the literature. Building on ideas for Tachi [50, 52] , Lang and Howell [36] made the astute observation that one can solve panel compatibility generically by treating the folding angles as the independent variables rather than the sector angles. Nevertheless, we find the sector angle to be the more natural design variables, especially for developing optimization schemes to tackle the inverse problem (see the discussion in Section 4.2). We should also point out the results of Izmestiev [27] along these lines. He classified all "Kokotsakis polyhedra"-single panel crease patterns where no assumption are made on the sector angles-by polynomializing general constraints of the type in (20) and studying their zeros in the complex plane. While certainly a mathematical triumph, this characterization is unlike Theorem 3.1 in that it does not lend itself naturally to a design principle for engineering. For instance, most of the solutions, beyond the variety we discuss for RFFO, involve delicate couplings between all the vertices of the panel, making it hard to elucidate a procedure to go from a single panel to an overall crease pattern. Some efforts to address these issues can be found in [23] , but these efforts are restricted to special cases.
Derivation of the design theorem
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.1. We also state a corollary that justifies that the subcase |µ abc | = 1 in this theorem is non-generic.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. From Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.2, characterizing RFFO patterns, as stated in the theorem, is equivalent to characterizing the pairs (β
is the inverse ofγ σa 2a , we observe that µ −σa 1a = (µ σa 2a ) −1 due to the inverse property of group elements in Lemma 3.1. Analogous observations hold for all the other vertices. We can therefore rearrange the equation
= µ abc for µ abc given in (40) . By Proposition 3.3 below, we observe that
since µ abc ∈ R \ {0} by assumption of the given parameters. We focus on solving the latter equivalence in terms of (β d , σ d ) ∈ (0, π)×MV(2π−α a −α b −α c , β d ). By a direct calculation, we obtain
Consequently, we can rearrange the first equation in the latter equivalence in (42) as
Notice that 
since α a + α b + α c ∈ (π, 2π), i.e., since sin(α a + α b + α c ) = 0. Thus, if |µ abc | = 1, we divide through by 2µ abc cos(α a + α b + α c ) − (µ 2 abc + 1) = 0 in (44) to deduce that cos β d is required to equal −1 or 1. However, this is not allowed since we demand that β d ∈ (0, π). This shows that there are no solutions if µ abc ∈ {±1}, as asserted in the theorem. Alternatively, if |µ abc | = 1, we divide through by 2µ abc cos(α a + α b + α c ) − (µ 2 abc + 1) = 0 in (44) , and obtain that the right-hand side, after the division, has magnitude strictly less than 1. Therefore, β d ∈ (0, π) must have the parametrization in (41) to solve (44) in this case.
In enforcing this parameterization, it remains only to solve the sign condition in (42) 
To this end, we first claim that any σ d ∈ {±} which solves the sign condition in (42) will correspond to the set σ d ∈ MV(2π − α a − α b − α c , β d ). Assuming the opposite, we have cos β d − σ d cos(α a + α b + α c ) = 0. Yet, the left-hand side is parameterized as
and neither µ abc or 1 − cos 2 (α a + α b + α c )) are zero. This is the desired contradiction; so we simply have to parameterize the sign condition in (42) to complete the proof. Now, by an explicit calculation, this condition is equivalent to
The numerator on the left side − sin(α a + α b + α c ) sin β d is strictly positive since β d ∈ (0, π) and α a + α b + α c ∈ (π, 2π); so it can be discarded. We therefore find that
by routine manipulations and (46) . Finally, notice that cos(α a + α b + α c ) 2 < 1 since α a + α b + α c ∈ (π, 2π) and
(µ 2 abc +1) 2µ abc > 1 since |µ abc | = 1. Thus, this result can be manipulated further; specifically, we have the identity
As a result of all of the manipulations in (48) and (49), the identity in (47) demands that
This is the desired result. We have solved the equation in (42) for |µ abc | = 1 by the parameterizations in (41) , and these parameterizations are clearly necessary. 
Proof. Clearly,μ =μ ∈ R\{0} implies (51) . For the other direction, we first claim that (51) implieŝ
Indeed, as a direct consequence of the first equality and some algebraic manipulation, we have the chain of equalities
Here, the first and last equality are simply by rearrangement of terms and the second uses the first identity in (51) . Thus, with the second identity in (51), we obtain (52) . We therefore havê
using the first identity in (51) and the identity in (52) . This completes the proof.
• If |µ bc | = 1, then there are no pairs (β a , σ a ) ∈ (0, π) × MV(α a , β a ) such that |µ abc | = 1.
• Otherwise, |µ bc | = 1 and there are exactly two pairs (β ± a , σ a ) ∈ (0, π) × MV(α a , β ± a ) such that |µ abc | = 1. These pairs satisfy
Applications
The design theorem for compatibility at a single panel (Theorem 3.1) lends itself naturally to engineering design principles for RFFO. Particularly, we show how these results enable a marching algorithm for explicitly and efficiently exploring of the configuration space of all RFFO. We then discuss how this algorithm can be incorporated into an optimization scheme to address the inverse problem:
• Can we achieve a targeted three dimensional surface by the deployment of a RFFO crease pattern?
Here we formulate the inverse problem and give some examples, mainly as a means to demonstrate the utility of our theoretical results. In a forthcoming paper [12] , we address the inverse problem in a comprehensive manner, with a view towards broad engineering appeal and potential applications.
A marching algorithm
We introduce the marching algorithm by following the schematic in Fig. 5 . Recall that the design theorem (Theorem 3.1) essentially states that, if we know the sector angles and mountain-valley assignments at three of four vertices of a panel, then for RFFO of the panel's crease pattern: 1) there is a unique solution for the fourth vertex or 2) there is no solution. With this in mind, suppose we are interested in a RFFO crease pattern with N rows of panels and M columns of panels, so that the total number of panels for the quad-mesh crease pattern is N × M . We then have a design problem for a RFFO crease pattern involving N × M applications of Theorem 3.1, which results in marching procedure to obtain the crease pattern and kinematics as a function of certain boundary sector angles and mountain-valley assignments. Note, Lang and Howell [36] derived a formally similar marching algorithm, except that it involves treating folding angles, not sector angles, as the independent variables. The advantages of a sector angle parameterization of marching will become apparent in our discussion of the inverse problem (Section 4.2). A couple of additional points of emphasis are:
• The marching algorithm for the crease pattern and its kinematics is computationally efficient. Precisely, the algorithm computes the design and kinematics of an N × M RFFO crease pattern with a total computational time of
Recall that each RFFO has a one parameter family of origami deformations from flat to folded flat. So the "# of computed deformations" above is simply the discretization of this one parameter family.
• The marching algorithm for the crease pattern and its kinematics is also completely explicit. In particular, every quantity of interest is obtained by a direct formula, not an optimization. We emphasize this point below by explicitly enumerating all the formulas that are necessary and sufficient for the marching procedures (i.e., with (57)-(66) for the crease pattern and (70)-(80) for the kinematics). No detail, large or small, is suppressed. As such, these formula can be directly implemented into any standard computational solver to obtain the designs and deformations of RFFO.
To explain the procedure, we will always suppose the scheme below marches from panel to panel using the ordering (i, j) = (1, 1) , . . . , (1, M ), (2, 1), . . . , (N, M ), consistent with the sketch in Fig. 5(c) .
Marching to obtain the crease pattern. We populate the local sector angles, mountainvalley assignments and side lengths for this design problem. The notation here follows Fig. 5(a) . Figure 5 : A diagram describing the marching procedure. (a) Notation for the geometry of the crease pattern at each panel. (b) Notation for the deformation gradients at each panel. (c). The input data for the marching algorithm used to obtain the crease pattern (d) and its kinematics (e).
We consider the (i, j)-panel for i, j > 1, and let us assume that the "marching" (by our to be determined scheme) has succeeded at every step prior to this panel. Then, most of the sector angles, mountain-valley assignments and side lengths at the (i, j)-panel are informed by the previously determined panels. Specifically, the sector angles at this panel satisfy
due to Kawasaki's conditions, the mountain-valley assignments satisfy
and the side length satisfy
In contrast, the sector angle β ij d , mountain-valley assignment σ ij d , and the side lengths ij bd and ij cd are not determined from the panel's neighbors; instead, they are constrained by foldability and consistency considerations. Particularly, the pair (β ij d , σ ij d ) at the panel is evaluated based on a direct application of Theorem 3.1 to enforce a RFFO crease pattern. Explicitly, we check that
as this is required for the interior angles of the (i, j)-panel sum to 2π. If successful, we then proceed to define the folding angle multiplier
and check that (second check:) |µ ij abc | = 1.
Assuming success on the latter, we then determine the pair (β ij d , σ ij d ) ∈ (0, π) × MV(α ij d , 2π − α ij a − α ij b − α ij c ) uniquely and explicitly by the design formulas
.
Finally, we turn our attention to the side lengths ij bd and ij cd . Since all the interior angles of the (i, j)panel are known, these angles, combined with the left and bottom side lengths in (59), determine .
(64)
As these are "side lengths", this calculation is of course subject to the constraints
In total, the collective calculations in (60)-(65) reveal an explicit procedure to obtain the unique crease pattern at the (i, j)-panel that admits RFFO for the pre-determined sector angles (57), mountain-valley assignments (58) and side lengths (59). Clearly then, with the outline above, we are building the core structure of a marching algorithm to obtain an overall N × M RFFO crease pattern. There are, however, some finer points to address: The first point is the initial input. Notice that, for i or j = 1, some of quantities in (57), (58) and (59) cannot be prescribed by their neighboring panels (as there is no such corresponding neighboring panel). Instead, we treat these parameters, i.e., (input data:)
) ∈ (0, π) 2 and = (π/2, π/2), (α 12 a , β 12 a ), . . . , (α
) ∈ (0, π) 2 and = (π/2, π/2), σ 11 a ∈ MV(α 11 a , β 11 a ), . . . , σ
a ∈ MV(α 12 a , β 12 a ), . . . , σ
as input data to the marching algorithm. Then, by applying all consistency conditions with these parameters (e.g., α i1 b = α (i+1)1 a , . . .), we can initialize the procedure in (57)-(65) at the (1, 1)-panel and march without any inconsistency. The general physical picture is sketched in Fig. 5(c) . The input data in (66) serves to parameterize the left and bottom boundaries of the crease pattern. By marching, we simply discover the overall RFFO crease pattern consistent with this data (Fig. 5(d) ).
To the last point, we can now properly interpret the checks (60), (62) and (65). Given the input parameters (66) on the left and bottom boundaries and following through on the reasoning in the design theorem and its application to marching, there are only two possibilities:
• There is a unique N × M RFFO crease pattern consistent with the prescribed geometry and mountain-valley assignments on the left and bottom boundary.
• Or there is no such crease pattern consistent ". . . " boundary.
The former statement is simply the result of marching, via (57)-(65), without failure for the input. Alternatively, the latter is deduced when one of the checks in (60), (62) and (65) is violated during the process of marching. In this case, the algorithm cannot continue, and we are left with the fact that the chosen input data is incompatible with RFFO.
A linear program for the side lengths. The aforementioned incompatibility is somewhat unsatisfying; really, it calls into question of robustness of the algorithm when dealing with crease patterns that have a large number of panels. There are, however, some convenient tools to address incompatibility and robustness. Along this line, we build on an idea of Lang et. al [36] . The basic heuristic is that this incompatibility is unfortunately extremely sensitive to the side length conditions (65). To this point, notice that the calculation of sector angle and mountain-valley assignments (60)-(63) does not require the lengths. We may therefore compute by marching all the sector angles α This optimization can conveniently be formulated as a standard linear program. In this direction, we introduce the vector := ( 11 ab , . . . , N 1 ab , 11 ac , . . . , 1M ac ). It then follows from (64) that there exists a linear transformation L ij α T ot , depending only on the sector angles α T ot , such that
By also introducing the vectors 1 = (1, . . . , 1) and ε with the same dimension as , we obtain the standard linear program 11 in ε ,
. . , M }, and ε ≥ 0 (68) for ε ≥ 0. As is well-known, standard and computationally efficient algorithms can quickly evaluate the feasibility of the domain of the inequalities above and, if feasible, compute a solution to the optimization. In short, this linear program provides a robust and efficient framework for ensuring a valid crease pattern or declaring that such a pattern is infeasible. Particularly, in assuming a case ε > 0 is feasible and has solution ε to (68), we can set
By continuity and using that ε obeys the constraints in (68), there is a δ ε > 0 such that for all δ ∈ (0, δ ε ), the side lengths ( ij cd , ij bd ) := L ij α T ot ( ε + δ1) are strictly positive for all i, j. So by choosing δ accordingly, we obtain a valid crease pattern by this procedure for a given set of sector angles α T ot . On the other hand, if this linear program fails the feasibility test for the choice ε = 0, then we can be assured that the sector angles α T ot , obtained by marching, cannot produce a valid crease pattern.
In practice, while capable of quickly assessing the feasibility of inputed sector angles α T ot , this program is no substitute for sound engineering judgment or an "Origamist" intuition. In fact, from our exploration of the configuration space by this method, it appears that most feasible sector angles will result in a crease pattern with panels of disparate aspect ratios. To illustrate this point, consider the example in Fig. 6 . Here, we input boundary sector angles in (66) by a uniform distribution whose average gives the classical Miura-Ori and whose support is ±0.05π to the left and right of this average. We also input the mountain-valley assignments consistent with a Miura-Ori. We then march, as above, to obtain all the sector angles α T ot and mountain-valley assignments σ, and we use the sector angles to compute the side lengths via the optimization (68). One such result of this procedure-and a seemingly generic one at that-is the crease pattern in Fig. 6 . Notice that some of the side lengths emerging from the optimization are driven close to zero, while others take on rather large values. This is hardly in keeping with manufacturability considerations.
A natural next step might be to replace the (relatively arbitrary) linear objective function in (68) with a non-linear one that attempts to keep the aspect ratios of the panels as uniform as possible, while optimizing over the same feasible set. However, this generalization would be a significant departure from the well-developed and efficient algorithms used for the linear program. So we leave it a topic of future research. In any case, one can always start from a well-known crease pattern (e.g., the Miura-Ori), and build a new pattern by slight perturbations that do not necessarily require implementation of the linear program for robustness. In fact, we follow this approach-with marked success-when discussing the inverse problem in the next section.
Marching to obtain the kinematics. Let us assume we have completed the marching procedure above-either by incorporating the linear program or not-and obtained all sectors angels, mountain-valley assignments and side lengths at every (i, j)-panel in the N × M crease pattern. It follows that every vertex of the crease pattern is determined up to rigid motion. For an explicit calculation, we introduce the rotation R e 3 (α) := e 3 ⊗ e 3 + cos α(I − e 3 ⊗ e 3 ) + sin α(e 2 ⊗ e 1 − e 1 ⊗ e 2 ) and prescribe the (1, 1)-panel by the vertices on R 3 , Fig. 5 (a-b) for the vertex notation). This then fixes the rigid body motion and enables a marching procedure for all the other vertices. In particular, the remaining panels along the first row are described by the vertices
and the panels for the rest of the rows are described by the vertices
From the vertices, we can build the full kinematics of the RFFO by making repeated use of the local description of the origami in Theorem 2.1 and following the schematic in Fig. 5(b) . Basically at every x ij a vertex, we can define the local tangents as
(Here, we do not label them with an ij since there is never a need to store these quantities.) We can then consider the four folding angles along the creases associated to these tangent, i.e., γ ij 1 , γ ij 2 , γ ij 3 and γ ij 4 , and observe that these angles have to be consistent with the local description in the theorem and with each other when marching from neighbor to neighbor. On the last point, notice that γ ij 3 must coincide with γ at the x 11 a vertex to initialize a procedure for these kinematics for some ω ∈ [−π, π]. The remaining folding angles at the bottom boundary are then determined by Figure 6 : A "generic" RFFO crease pattern obtained the marching algorithm. The input sector angles are chosen from a uniform distribution that perturbes around a classical Miura-Ori, the side lengths are determined by optimization using the linear program, and the mountain-valley assignment is consistent with the Miura-Ori. and the rest of the folding angles needed to build the kinematics are completely determined by
From the explicit description of the folding angles, we can compute the deformation gradients by a marching procedure. To the end, let us focus on the sketch in Fig. 5(b) for an (i, j)-panel that is not the (1, 1)-panel. We have access to either the deformation gradient R i(j−1) ω of the left neighbor or the deformation gradient R (i−1)j ω of the bottom neighbor (or both), as depicted. We also know that the deformation gradients must, up to an overall rigid rotation, be as indicated in Fig. 2(b) for this vertices folding angles. Given the local tangents in (73), the rotations in (4), and folding angles (74)-(76), we therefore work out that
Note, when both deformation gradients are known, i.e., i, j > 1, the two prescriptions for R ij ω above will coincide since the sector angles and mountain valley assignments have been chosen to satisfy panel compatibility. We therefore set R 11 ω = I to eliminate the degeneracy of a rigid rotation and use this to initialize the formulas in (77) to compute the deformation gradients at all panels.
With the deformation gradients, we are finally able to compute the deformations. Explicitly, we take the first panel to be undeformed, i.e.,
as R 11 ω = I. Then, every other panel along the first row has deformed vertices
Finally, every remaining panel has deformed vertices
This completes the marching procedure to obtain the kinematics for a given ω ∈ [−π, π]. By repeating the procedure monotonically from ω = 0 to ω = π, we obtain the complete kinematical description of the rigidly and flat-foldable motion of the crease pattern (e.g., Fig. 5(e) ).
Discussion on the inverse problem
Beginning with the pioneering work in [31] on non-Euclidean plates, the design of shape-morphing structures and materials has blossomed into an active topic of research. In this context, the forward problem refers to computing the shapes achievable given an explicit design of the material or structure. This is essentially what we have outlined thus far in the context of RFFO. Alternatively, the inverse problem refers to designing a material or structure to achieve a targeted shape. This is a far more difficult task. Nevertheless, some results are beginning to emerge in this direction for stimuli-responsive materials [1, 22, 44, 54] , kirigami [9] , and origami [14, 16, 34] . We focus here on a brief introduction of the inverse problem for RFFO, with more comprehensive exposition to follow [12] . In contrast to these previous works, the shape-morphing achieved by RFFO has two novel properties:
• For a computed design, the full (ideal) kinematics along a prescribed mountain-valley assignments are known; apply the procedure outlined in the previous section.
• The structure is deployable; that is, it can deform from flat to folded flat as rigidly foldable origami.
These aspects are expected to be important in many aforementioned applications [2, 3, 30, 33, 38, 42] , as they enable predictable deployment from both an the easy-to-manufacture flat state and a fully-folded compact state. We start simple to build some understanding of feasibility in the inverse problem. Recall that the configuration space for RFFO depends on the sector angles, side lengths and mountain-valley assignments at the left and bottom boundary (equation (66) and Fig. 5(c) ). Recall also that the algorithm to explore this configuration space may not admit a valid crease pattern, or, even when it does admit one, there is an entire one-parameter family of deformations associated to this crease pattern. In other words, the configuration space is simultaneously massive and fraught with robustness issues. To alleviate these concerns, we restrict our focus here to patterns consisting of two properties:
(i) We study slight perturbations of the boundary sector angles and lengths of a basic Miura-Ori.
(ii) We fix the boundary mountain-valley assignments to be consistent with a basic Miura-Ori.
These assumptions are built on the heuristic that, while a crease pattern can look qualitatively similar to a basic Miura-Ori in the flat state, it can be dramatically different by comparison in its partially folded states due to the highly non-linear nature of origami kinematics. We show that this "dramatic difference" can be harnessed to achieve a targeted shape.
Our basic formulation for the inverse design problem follows the sketch in Fig. 7 . Consider a targeted surface as the image of a sufficiently smooth mapr : (0, N ) × (0, M ) → R 3 , as depicted in grey. At every interior pair of integers, we compute, by finite difference scheme, discrete versions of quantities describing the shape of target surface (e.g. the first and second fundamental forms), which we collect in a vector denotedŜ i,j . We also study 2N × 2M origami tessellations obtained by the marching procedure above, and we index the vertices of these partially folded origami as y ij α,β, ,ω for α, β, parameterizing the relevant boundary data in 12 (66) and ω parameterizing the folding parameter. We then introduce the reparameterization of the origami, r α,β, ,ω : {0, 1, . . . , N }× {0, 1, . . . , M } → R 3 , such that r α,β, ,ω (i, j) := y (2i)(2j) α,β, ,ω .
Importantly, this new parameterization serves to smooth out some of the oscillatory behavior of the origami by taking 2×2 sets of panels as the fundamental meshing. As a result, we have a reasonable comparison between the vectorŜ i,j of our targeted surface and the analogous vector S i,j (α, β, , ω) obtained by computing the same finite difference quantities for r α,β, ,ω . In this comparison, we treat our objective function as Loss(α, β, , ω) ∼ i=0,...,M j=0,...,N |S i,j (α, β, , ω) −Ŝ i,j | 2 ,
up to some numerical considerations not developed here (see [12] ). Importantly, Loss(α, β, , ω) = 0 provides two discretizationsr and r α,β, ,ω that are, essentially, the same up to rigid body motion. As a consequence, the global minimizers to (82) represent a reasonable notion of solutions to the inverse problem. While global minimality is desirable, we aim for the more modest goal of computing local minimizers to (82); particularly, for the small subset RFFO crease patterns that are slight perturbations of the basic Miura-Ori as stated in (i-ii). This setting allows us to investigate the inverse problem by means of standard optimization tools. It is well-known that smooth isometric embeddings are extremely rigid and incapable of adeptly approximating surfaces with non-zero Gaussian curvature (Gauss's Theorema Egregium). However, this rigidity breaks down when the isometric condition or smoothness is relaxed, as Nash's famed embedding theorem [41] shows. To achieve non-trivial Gaussian curvature, one can exploit nonisometric deformation induced by active materials [39, 32] , or non-smooth isometric embeddings induced by origami/kirigami constructions [7] . RFFO is a version of the latter approach, and so there is no apparent mathematical obstacle to their utility as approximations of arbitrary surfaces. Yet, approximation theorems involving origami maps-of which the most general can be found in [10] -often involve significant refinement, making their application ill-suited to practical engineering design. We are therefore motivated to study whether structured flat-foldable origami, as exhibited by the assumption (i-ii), can serve as good approximations to surfaces of varied and non-zero Gaussian curvature.
In this direction, we test the design methodology outlined above on a series of simple examples that illustrate the range of Gaussian curvatures achievable: a Spherical Cap to achieve positive Gaussian curvature, a Hyperboloid to achieve negative Gaussian curvature, and finally a Quarter Vase to exhibit changes in Gaussian curvature. The results of our optimization are provided in Fig. 8 . We find striking qualitative agreement in these examples, especially given the fact that, with properties (i-ii), we have confined ourselves to only a small fraction of the configuration space of RFFO.
To this point, natural extensions to the underlying assumptions (i-ii) can be made by incorporating ideas of objective origami, which we first explored in [19] and are developing in more detail in [49] . By incorporating these extensions and tools from data-driven engineering, we are in the process of gaining a more complete picture of the configuration space. The results given here suggest this is a promising framework for shape-morphing based on inverse design principles.
